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ON THE CONNECTEDNESS OF HOMOMORPHISMS

IN TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS
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D. McMAHON AND T. S. WU

ABSTRACT.  Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group with com-

pact Hausdorff phase space. We show that if 0: (X, T) —► (Y, T) is a distal

homomorphism and has a structure similar to the structure Furstenberg de-

rived for distal minimal sets, then for T belonging to a class of topological

groups T, the homomorphism X —► X/S(<¡>) has connected fibers, where S(<t>)

is the relativized equicontinuous structure relation.  The class T is defined by

Sacker and Sell as consisting of all groups T with the property that there is

a compact set K c T such that T is generated by each open neighborhood

of K.   They show that for such T, a distal minimal set which is a finite-to-

one extension of an almost periodic minimal set is itself an almost periodic

minimal set.  We provide an example that shows that the restriction on T

cannot be dropped.

As one of the preliminaries to the above we show that given 0: (X, T)

—► (Y, 70, the relation Rc((t>) induced by the components in the fibers re-

lative to (¡>, i.e., (x, x') e Rc(<t>) if and only if x and x are in the same com-

ponent of <t>~ (<t>(x)), is a closed invariant equivalence relation.

We also consider the question of when a minimal set (X, T) is such

that Q(x) is finite for some x in X, where Q is the regionally proximal re-

lation.  This problem was motivated by Veech's work on almost automorphic

minimal sets, i.e., the case in which Q(x) is a singleton for some x in X.

Introduction. Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group with compact

Hausdorff phase space. In his paper on distal transformation groups, Ellis proved

that a distal minimal set (X, T) is equicontinuous if X is totally disconnected

and T is generative, i.e., T is an abelian group generated by some compact neigh-

borhood of the identity. In this paper we generalize this result by requiring

that T be the direct product of a compact group with a compactly generated

separable group rather than that T be generative. More generally, we show that

if ty: (X, T)—+(Y, 1) is a distal homomorphism and has a structure similar to

the structure Furstenberg derived for distal minimal sets (see Definition 3.5),

then for T belonging to a class of topological groups T, the homomorphism
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X —► X/5(0) has connected fibers, where S(0) is the relativized equicontinuous

structure relation. The class Tis defined by Sacker and Sell in [11] as con-

sisting of all groups 7 with the property that there is a compact set K C 7 such

that 7 is generated by each open neighborhood of K. They show that for such

7, a distal minimal set which is a finite-to-one extension of an almost periodic

minimal set is itself an almost periodic minimal set. We provide an example

that shows that the restriction on 7 cannot be dropped.

The above is done in §3, and was motivated in part by Ellis's paper on

the construction of minimal discrete flows, in which given a minimal set (Y, T)

with 7 the integers, an extension (X, 7) of iY, T) is constructed and the ex-

amples provided all have homomorphisms 0: X —>Y with connected fibers.

§2 consists of some preliminaries to §3, that are felt to be of interest in

themselves. In particular we show that given 0: (X, 7) —> (Y, 7), the relation

Rc(<¡>) induced by the components in the fibers relative to 0, i.e., (x, x') G Rc(4>)

if and only if x and x' are in the same component of 0~1 (0(x)), is a closed

invariant equivalence relation.

In § 1 we give a very direct proof of the result of Ellis that a minimal set

(X, 7) that is an almost periodic extension of a minimal set iY, T) is the homo-

morphic image of a compact group extension of {Y, T).

In §4 we consider the question of when a minimal set (X, 7) is such that

ß(x) is finite for some x in X, where ß is the regionally proximal relation.

This problem was motivated by Veech's work on almost automorphic minimal

sets, i.e., the case in which ß(x) is a singleton for some x in X

Definitions and notation. (X, 7) will denote a transformation group with

compact Hausdorff phase space. All homomorphisms will be surjective. An

extension 0: (X, 7) —*• (Y, 7) will be said to be a finite extension and the

homomorphism 0 will be said to be finite-to-one or to have finite fibers if

4>~1iy) is finite for every y in Y. The extension and the homomorphism are

said to have connected fibers if 0-1(y) is connected for every y E Y.

Twill denote the class of all groups 7 with the property that there is a

compact set K Ç T such that 7 is generated by any open neighborhood of K.

This class includes the class of compactly generated groups.

Suppose 0: (X, 7) —> ( Y, 7). Let F(0) = {(x, x'): 0(x) = 0(x')}. Then

P(<¡>) = {(x, x') G Ri<p): there is a net tn in 7 with Um xtn = lim x'f„} is the

relativized proximal relation; ß(0) = {(x, x') G R(<¡>): there exist nets tn in 7

and (xn, x'n) in F(0) such that (x„, x'n) —*■ ix, x') and lim xtn = lim x'tn) is

the relativized regionally proximal relation. 5(0) will denote the relativized

equicontinuous structure relation and is the smallest closed invariant equivalence

relation containing ß(0). 0 is an almost periodic homomorphism if and only if
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ß(0) equals the diagonal of X x X. When Y is a singleton, we will use the no-

tation P or Px, Q or Qx, S or Sx.

A bitransformation group (K, X, T) consists of a transformation group

(X, T) and a transformation group (K, T) such that (kx)t = k(xt) for all k E K,

x EX, tET. Due to this last condition if K is compact the orbit space of K

forms a transformation group, more specifically, (XfK, T) is a transformation

group where XfK is obtained by identifying x and x' if x' G Kx.

§1
In this section we give a very direct proof of a result of Ellis (see 12.12,

12.13, and 14.26 of [6]). The proof in [6] depends on the algebraic theory

and T-topology of Ellis. We provide an elementary proof here. Persons famil-

iar with 12.12 and 12.13 may wish to skim the first three paragraphs of the

proof which develop ideas similar to 12.12 and 12.13 in much the same manner.

For this section let (M, T) be a minimal right ideal in the enveloping semi-

group E of a minimal set (Z, T). E is the closure of the transition group of

(Z, T)inZz, where Zz is the collection of functions from Z to Z topologized

by the pointwise convergence topology. With composition of functions as binary

operation, Zz is a compact semigroup and its properties are developed in [2],

[6]. Fix an idempotent « in M and let G = Mu; then G is a group. Further-

more, M = GJ where / is the set of idempotents in M. Suppose (X, T) is a

minimal set and ty is a homomorphism of (M, T) onto (X, T). For p in M and

x in X we define xp = ty(qp) if ty(q) = x; this definition is independent of the

q taken with ty(q) = x and can also be defined as xp = lim xtn where tn is a net

in T that converges to p when considered as a net in the transition group of

(Z, T) and thus as a subset ofE. Let x0 = ty(u) and G(ty) = ty~1(x0) nG =

{gEG: Xq£ = x0}. Note that u E G(ty), G(ty) is a subgroup of G, and for any

net gn in G(ty) with limit p in M, ty(p) = x0 and tyipu) = x0u - x0, thus pu E

G(ty). Then {p: x0p =x0} =G(tyy' where / = {u G /: x0u = x0}. Also for

any x in X, ty'1 (x) = G(ty)gJ(x) where gEG with xu = x^ and J(x) = {vEJ:

xv = x} and {pEM: xp = x} = g~1G(ty)gJ(x).

A homomorphism ty: (X, T)-+(Y,T) is called distal if P(ty) = A (the

diagonal of X x X) and is called almost periodic if Q(ty) = A. Note that if ty

is almost periodic, then T acts equicontinuously on each fiber of ty.

(1.1) Proposition. Given a distal homomorphism ty from a minimal set

(X, T) onto a minimal set (Y, T), there exists a bitransformation group (K, W, T)

and a subgroup LofK such that (W, T) is minimal, K acts freely on W, and

(W/L, T) can be identified with (X, T), (W/K, T) can be identified with (Y, T)

and the natural projection of W/L onto W/K can be identified with ty. If ty is an

almost periodic homomorphism, then K and L may be taken to be a compact
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Hausdorff topological group and the fibers of 0 are homeomorphic to the coset

space K/L = {kL:kEK}.

Proof.  Fix x0 in X and let 0(xo) = y0. Let (M, 7) be a minimal right

ideal in the enveloping semigroup of (X, 7) and let J be the set of idempotents

in M. Fix an element u in J such that x0« = x0 and let G = Mu.  Then {p EM:

y0P =^o> = FJ(yo) where F = {fEG: yj = y0} and J(y0) = {vEJ: y0v =y0};

similarly {p EM: x0p = x0} is the product of a subset A of G with a subset

/(x0) of /.  Note that J(y0) = /(x0) since 0 is distal.  Consider the transforma-

tion group (n{Xf: fEF},T) where Xf is a copy of X indexed by /.  Let w0 =

(x0/> be the element of the product with /-coordinate x0/ and let W be the

orbit closure of w0. (Note this is similar to a technique of Veech in [14, p. 36].)

Then (W, T) is minimal and the projection p of W onto its wfh factor is a hom-

omorphism of iW, T) onto (X, 7) with p(w0) ■ x„. Note that (W, 7) is a hom-

omorphic image of (M, 7) and that uEAQFQG.  Let {p EM: w0p = w0} =

BJiw0) Q GJ. Note that for g in G, w0g = w0 iff x0fg = xQf for every fin F

iff x0fgf~l = x0 for every / in F iff />/"1 G A for every / in F iff g G /"" XA/

for every /in F iff g G f|{/-1A/: /G F}. So ß = fl{/-1A/: /G F} and thus

is a normal subgroup of F. Also J{w0) = /(y0) since if v E J(y0), then for every

/inF, 0(xo/) = y0f = y0,so Jixof)=J(yo) since * is dista1'so *o-^ = *o¿ ^

thus wQv = w0 and J{w0) D/(y0); the other containment is clear. This equality

implies that the homomorphism 0 = 0 ° p is a distal homomorphism of (W, 7)

onto (Y, 7).

For each /in F define a homomorphism /*: (W, T) —* (W, 7) by

/*(w0gu) = w0.fgu where gv EM = GJ, g EG, vEJ. This is well defined since

if w¿gv = Wfg'v, then x0fxgv = x0fxg'v' for every fx in F and noting that fxfE

F, we see that x0fxfgv = x0fxfg'v for every /, in F and wQfgv = w0/£'u'. Then

clearly the map /h»/* is a group homomorphism from F into the group of

homeomorphisms of W and its kernel is B.  If we identify F/B with its image as

a subgroup of the group of homeomorphisms of W and topologize it with the

compact-open topology, then it is a Hausdorff topological group and {F/B, W, 7)

is a bitransformation group.

Let K = F/B and L=A/B. Now w' G £w iff w' = w0/ju for some fEF,

where w = w¿gv, iff 0(w') =j>0/si; =.y0su = 0(w); so (W/tf, 7) « (Y, 7). Also

/sT acts freely on each fiber of 0 since the action is determined by its effect on

w0 and 0 is distal. Similarly w' G Lw iff p{w) = p(w'); (W/L, T) « (X, 7); and

L acts freely on each fiber of p. It is clear that we may identify 0 with the

natural homomorphism of W/L onto W/K that sends Lw to Kw. Note then that

the fibers of 0 are one-to-one continuous images of K/L = {kL: kEK}.

We wish to show that if 0 is almost periodic, then F/B with the compact-

open topology is a compact Hausdorff topological group.  First we show that if
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ty is almost periodic, then so is 9 = ty ° p.  Suppose (z, z') E Q(6). If p¡ is the

projection of Ti{Xf. fEF} onto the /-factor Xp we note that ty° p* = 6 =ty ° p.

So (Pf(z), Pf(z')) G Q(ty) and then pAz) = Pf(z') since Q(ty) equals the diagonal

of X x X. This holds for every fEF and so z = z'. Thus 6 is almost periodic.

Furthermore, F/B is equicontinuous. Indeed if not, then there exist nets

(w„, w'n) E R(6) and fn in F such that (wn, w'n) —► (w, w) and /„*(w„, wj,)

—» (w, w') for some w, w, w' in W, with w + w'. Note that 6(w) = 0(w) =

0(w'). Then wn = w^g^ and w'„ = w0/^„u„ for some vn EJ,gnE G, f'n E

F and w =f*w for some fEF. We have then wQfgnvn = f*(w0gnvn) —*

f*(w) = w, w0ff¡,gnvn =f*(w0f¡,gnv„) -+f*(w) = w, w0fngnvn -*■ w, and

wofnfnSnvn ~* W'-   S0 (Wo/' wo/n)^nün ~* (W' w) aad (wof> wofnWn8nvn

-» (w, w').   Then by multiplying (w0f, w0fn)f'ngnvn on the right by

gñ1(fn)~1gnvn ft *s c^ear ̂ ^ (w' w) e ö(^) ^^ so w = w'. This gives a con-

tradiction and so F/B acts equicontinuously.

By Ascoli's theorem K = F/B is relatively compact. Suppose kn is a net

in K converging to a homeomorphism e of IV. We wish to show that cEK.

Now e(w0) = lim knw0 = w0f for some fEF.  Then c(w0«r) = w0/«i for t ET

and since (M, 7) is minimal and c is continuous, c(w0gv) = w0/gu for gvEM;

thus c = f* E F/B. So ÍT is compact. Clearly L is also compact. The compact-

ness of K implies that the fibers of ty are homeomorpbic to the coset space

K/L = {kL:kEK}.

§2

(2.1) Proposition. Suppose (X, T) is minimal, ty: (X, T)-+(Y,T) is

an almost periodic homomorphism and ty: (Y, T)—*(Z, T)is a finite-to-one

open homomorphism.  Then a = ty ° ty: X —*■ Z is an almost periodic homo-

morphism.

Proof.  First note that ty is a distal homomorphism. We will show that

Q(a) equals the diagonal of X x X given that P(ty) equals the diagonal of Y x Y

and Q(ty) equals the diagonal of X x X.

Let (x, x') G Q(a). Then since ty is open, there exist nets x„, xj, in

ty~1(ty(x)) and sn, tninT such that (x„, x'n)sn —> (x, x') and (x„, x'n)tn -*■

(x, x), for some xEX.  Then (ty(xn), ty(x'n))tn —*■ (ty(x), ty(x)). Now since

ty~1(ty(x)) is finite, we may assume that ty(x„) and ty(x'n) are fixed elements of

y, i.e., ty(xn) =y, ty(x'n) = y for some y, y E Y and all « (otherwise take sub-

nets). Then by the above (y, y')tn —> (0(x), <p(x)) and so (y, y) E P(ty). Thus

y =/, which in turn implies that ty(xn) =y=zy' = ty(x'n), so (x„, x'n)ER(ty)

and (x, x') G Q(ty). Thus x = x' and so Q(a) equals the diagonal of X x X.

(2.2) Definition.   Given a homomorphism ty of (X, T) onto (Y, T), let

ßc(0) be the relation induced by the components in the fibers relative to ty;
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that is, (x, x') G Rc(<t>) if and only if x and x' are in the same component

of0-1(0(x)).

It is clear that Rc{<¡>) is a 7-invariant equivalence relation. In fact, it is

also closed as the following proposition shows.

(2.3) Proposition. Rc(<l>) is closed.

Proof.  Let (xn, x'n) be a net in Rc(<t>) such that lim(x„, x'n) = (x, x').

If (x, x') Ö Rc((p), then there exist disjoint closed subsets A and B of 0-1(0(x))

with x G A, x' G B and A U B = 0_1(0(x)). There exist disjoint open sets U

and F in X such that A Q U and B ÇV. Since 0 is a closed map, there is an

open neighborhood W of 0(x) in Y such that 0~ ' (W) C U U V. Now for some

n, xnEU,x'nEV and 0(x„) = 0(x^) G W. So 0-1(0(x„)) Q U U V and

{U n 0-! (0(x„)), K n 0- '(0(x„))} gives a separation of 0"l(0(x„)). This is

a contradiction.

Now consider the following commutative diagram, with 0, 0 onto homo-

morphisms and a = 0 ° 0. We note that for z G Z, if C is a component of

a_1(z), then 0(C) is contained in a component of 0-1(z). Thus 0 induces

canonically a homomorphism 0  of X/Rc(a) onto Y/Rc(8).

X/Rc(a)

(2.4) Lemma.   // 0 is open and (y, y') E Rc(9), then for every x in X

with 0(x) = y there exists x' in X with 0(x') = y' and (x, x') G Rc{a).

Proof. We note 0|a_1(z): a~i{z) = 0_1(0_1(z)) —► 6~l{z) is an open

map. Therefore 0 maps components of a- !(z) onto components of 6~1{z)

and the conclusion of the lemma follows.

(2.5) Proposition.  If <j> is a distal homomorphism, so is <j>c.

Proof. We note that since 0 is distal, it is open. Suppose x, x' are

elements of X such that 0c(/(x)) = 0c(/(x')), we will show that /(x) and f{x')

are distal.

Note first that gi<p{x)) = 0c(/(x)) = 0c(/(x')) = g(0(0) and so (0(x), 0(x'))

G Rc{6). By 1.4 there exists xx in X such that (x, x,) G Rc{a) and 0(Xj) =

0(x'). Since 0 is a distal homomorphism, xx and x' are distal and therefore

/(x,) and/(x') are distal. The proof is complete since /(x,) =/(x).

(2.6) Proposition.  // (X, 7) is minimal and <p is an almost periodic

homomorphism from (X, 7) onto ( Y, 7) wi'f« foia/Ty disconnected fibers, then
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(X, T) is isomorphic to the inverse limit of finite extensions (XN, T) of(Y, T)

such that the connecting homomorphisms ty^¡¡: (XN, T) —*■ (XN,, T) for N1 <

N, are induced by ty.

Proof.  By 1.1 there is a bitransformation group (K, W, T) with K a com-

pact Hausdorff topological group acting freely on W and there is a compact sub-

group LofK such that we may identify (W/K, T) with (Y, T), (W/L, T) with

(X, T), and the projection of (W/L, T) onto (W/K, T) with the homomorphism

ty: (X, T) — (Y, T).

Let N be an open-closed normal subgroup of K and let (XN, T) - (W/NL, T).

Order the set of open-closed normal subgroups of K by containment (N' < N

if N' 2 N). The connecting homomorphism 0$ ' is the projection of X/NL onto

X/N'L. Note that XN is a finite extension of Y since the fibers of the projec-

tion of W/NL onto W/K are homeomorphic to K/NL which is finite since NL is

an open subgroup and K is compact.

To show that W/L is the Inverse limit of {XN, 0$'} for all open-closed

normal subgroups N, N1 of K, we need to show that if x, y E W with y Ö Ix,

that is, if x and y have distinct images in W/L, then there exists an open-closed

normal subgroup N of K such that y Ö NLx. If y G" Kx, let N = K.  If y G Kx,

then since K/L is homeomorphic to the fibers of ty which are totally discon-

nected, the connected component C0 of K is contained in L. Since LL= L and

Z, is compact, there exists an open neighborhood V of L such that y Ö Fix.

Then since C0 QL CVL is the intersection of open-closed sets, there exists an

open-closed set V1 CVL. By Theorem 7.6 of [9] there exists an open-closed

normal subgroup N of K such that NcV.   Then NL C V'L C VLL = VL and

y$NLx.

(2.7)  Corollary.   If (X, T) is minimal and ty is an almost periodic

homomorphism of(X, T) onto (Y, T), then tyc is an almost periodic homomorphism.

Proof. By the above X/Rc(ty) is the inverse limit of finite extensions.

Let ß be the homomorphism from X/Rc(ty) onto Y induced by ty. By the fact

that the inverse limit over a directed set of compact connected sets is connected,

one can show that (X/Rc(ty))fRc(0 ° ß) is the inverse limit of finite extensions

of Y/Rc(0). Note that X/Rc(9 ° ty) is isomorphic to (X/Rc(ty))fRc(0 ° ß) and

that by 2.1 and 2.5, X/Rc(d ° ty) is an almost periodic extension.

§3
As in [11], define Tto be the class of all Hausdorff topological groups

T that contain a compact set K such that T is generated by each neighborhood

of A". The discussion and 3.1 below are condensed from [11].

If ty: W —► Y and 0<N<°° then W is said to be an iV-fold covering of

Y with covering projection ty if card ty~ x(y) = N for all y E Y and for each
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y E Y there is an open neighborhood V of y such that 0    {V) consists of N

disjoint open sets Ui and {<¡>\U¿): U¡ —*■ Fis a homeomorphism, i= 1, .. . ,N.

(3.1) Theorem (Structure Theorem). Let {W, T, n) and (Y, 7, o) be

transformation groups where W and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces. Assume

iY, 7, a) is minimal and 0: W —► Y a homomorphism.  Then the following state-

ments are equivalent:

(A) 0 is distal and for some y0E Y, card 0~* (y 0) = N, 0<N <<*>.

(B) W is an N-fold covering of Y.

Finally if any of these hold then W can be expressed as the disjoint union

W = Wx U . . . U Wk of compact minimal sets, where each W¡ is an n¡-fold cov-

ering of Y and «, + . . . + nk=N.

Proof. Theorem 1 of [11].

(3.2) Proposition.  Given transformation groups (X, 7), (Y, 7), (Z, 7)

and homomorphism 0: (X, 7) —► (Y, 7), 0: (Y, 7) —*■ (Z, 7) siic« fÄaf X is an

N-fold covering of Y with covering map 0, and 0 is an almost periodic homomor-

phism, ifTET, then 0 ° 0 is an almost periodic homomorphism.

The above proposition is a generalization of a result of Sacker and Sell [11].

Their result is obtained when Z is taken to be a singleton in the above proposi-

tion. The proof requires only minor changes in their proof. We will give a proof

of 3.2 to indicate these changes and the role T plays. We start with a lemma

that is purely topological.

(3.3) Lemma. Let X be an N-fold covering of Y with covering map <p,

and let X and Y be compact Hausdorff.  Then there exists an open index a on

X such that for every index y on X there is an index ß on Y with the property

that (0(x), 0(x')) G ß implies that (x, x') éaor (x, x') G y.

Proof.  For each y in Y, let Vy be a neighborhood of y with <j>~1iy) a

disjoint union of N open sets Wy, . . ., Wy each of which is homeomorphic to

Vy under the restriction of 0. Let 0_1(y) = {x*,... ,xy], xy E Wy; then

there exists an open index ay on X with ay{x'y) C W*y for i = 1.N.  Let

Uy = D{ay{xy)): i = 1,. .., N}. The collection of Uy for y in Y is an open

cover of Y, so we may take a finite subcover Uy..Uym-  Let a =

C\{ay.: i = l.m}. There exists an index S on Y such that (y, y') G S

implies y and y' are in Uy. for some i. Now given an index y on X, let ß = 8

n (0 x 0)(7). Then (0(x), 0(x')) G ß implies 0(x) and 0(x') are in Uy¡ for some

1. This implies x G ay.{xy) for some/, and x' G a-^fx*.) for some k. Recalling

that ay.{xy.) Q Wy. we see that if/ ¥= k, then (x, x') Ö a, and if; = k, then

(since 0 \wt is one-to-one) one can verify that (x, x') G 7.
wy¡
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Proof of 3.2.  We wish to show that given an index 7 on X there exists

an index p on X such that (¡i O ß(0 ° ty))T Q y.

Let a be as in the above lemma and let K be a compact subset of T such

that T is generated by each neighborhood of K. Note that AK = A (= the diag-

onal of X), so S V C a for some index S on X and some set V that generates T.

(This is the sole use of the condition TET.) We may assume that 7 C 8. Take

ß as in the lemma so that (0(x), 0(x')) G ß implies (x, x') G 7 or (x, x') Ö a.

By the equicontinuity of (Y, T), there is an index v on Y such that

(v n R(ty))T C ß. Now let /i = 7 n (0 x 0)_ 1(v). Suppose (x, x')EpC\

R(ty o ty) and t E T, we wish to show that (x, x')t E 7. Now t = v0vx . . . vn

where v0 = identity and v¡ E V for 1 = 1,. . . , n. If (x, x')t Ö 7, then for some

1, (x, x')u0 ... u, G 7 and (x, x')v0 . . . v¡vi+l fi y.   Note that

((x, x')Uo • • • w,)yi+1 £ a since 7 ç S. However (0(x), 0(x')) G v n R(ty), so

(0(x), 0(x'))uo • • • VJOi+ j G j3, and thus (x, x>0 • ■ • vtvi+ ! G 7 or (x, x>0

• • • v¡v¡+ j ^ a. This gives a contradiction and the proposition follows.

(3.4) Example 1. The following is an example of a finite distal extension

of an equicontinuous minimal set which is not equicontinuous and so shows the

need for some restrictions on T in the above.

Let (X, T) be an equicontinuous minimal set with X totally disconnected,

fix x*, and let V1 be a filter of open-closed sets converging to x* with x* S" V.

Take two copies of X and denote the topological sum of these two copies by

Xx U X_x - W. Define b¡: W -* W by

«A-j
xe     if xe é v¿

and foi t ET

x_e   if xe G V¡

define xet = (xr)e; then (W, T), where T is the group generated by T and {b¡},

can be shown to be a distal extension of (X, T) with (x* x*_e) E Q.

In the above example the phase group is nonabelian. We now provide an

example in which the phase group is abelian.

Example 2 (McMahon). Let Z2 = {0,1} be the cyclic group of order 2

(1 + 1 = 0). Let C=irxZ2 and T = II ". = f/ G C: f(n) = 0 for all but a

finite set of n's}. Note T is a dense subgroup of T and letting T act on C by

right multiplication makes (C, T) an equicontinuous minimal set.

Let W = C x Z2 and let fnEC defined by

{0   if m = n,

1   if m +n.

Define a homeomorphism 6n on IV by
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8 „if. z) = (/ + /„. z + f{n - 1) + f{n + 1))   (addition modulo 2).

Now note that d2 = identity.  Also 0„0m = öm0„ since

en(6mif, z)) = 6n(f + fm,z+ f(m - 1) + f{m + 1))

= {(f+fm)+fn,{z+f(m-l)+fim + l))

+ /(« - 1) + fmin - 1) +/(« + 1) +/m(« + 1))

(note (/ + fm){n - 1) = /(« - 1) + fm{n - 1) (mod 2), for / + /m G O, and

similarly

0„A(/, z) = (/ + /„ +/m, z +/(« - 1) +/(« + 1)

+ /(w - 1) +fn{m - 1) +f(m + 1) +/n(«z + 1));

the commutativity follows from the fact that

!0   if   íiím-1)     Í0   if   n + l^m

H
1    if   « = m - 1J     V 1    if   « + l=«i

We may define an action of 7on W by wt = 9„t ° • ■ • ° 9„t{w) where

{«,,...,«,} is the set of integers for which t{n) = 1 (recall that 7= {/G C:

f(ri) = 0 for all but a finite number of «'s}).

The minimality of {W, T) follows from the minimality of (C, 7), the open-

ness of the homomorphism 7r: {W, T) —* (C, 7), (/, z) r->/, and the fact that for

the identity e of C {e(m) = 0 for every m) Bn+X6n{e, z) —»■ (e, z + 1) as « ->-»■ °°.

Also 0„(e, z) —■»■ (e, z) and so we have (0„(e, z), (e, z)) —* ((e, z), {e, z))

while for /„ + j G 7,

(9n{e, z), {e, z))fn + 1 = (0„ + 10„(e, z), 0n + 1(e, z)) -> ((e, z + 1), {e, z)).

Thus (e, z) is regionally proximal to (e, z + 1).

(3.5) Definition.  A homomorphism 0: (X, 7) —> (Y, 7) is an /-homo-

morphism if there exist an ordinal A, transformation groups X  for y < A and

homomorphisms 0j: X7 —■*• Xß for |3 < y such that XA = X, X0 = Z, 0^ are in-

duced by 0, 0^+1 : Xy+1 —■* X7 is almost periodic, and Xy = inv lim {X^: j3 < 7}

if 7 is a limit ordinal.

Note that Xj can be taken to be X/5(0) by replacing Xy by the homomorphic

image of X in Xy x X/S(0) for each 7, under the map (0^, n), where n is the

projection of X onto X/S(<p).

(3.6) Remark. If (X, 7) is a minimal set with metric phase space or if

(X, 7) is the inverse limit of minimal sets with metric phase space (called quasi-

separable), then every distal homomorphism 0: (X, 7) —> (Y, 7) is an /-homo-

morphism (see 15.4 of [6] ). If 7 is separable, then by 3.3 of [15], (X, 7) is

= / in + 1).
JmK '
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quasi-separable for every minimal set (X, T) and so every distal homomorphism

from a minimal set is an /-homomorphism.

(3.7) Theorem.  If(X, T) is minimal, ty: (X, T)—*(Y,T) an I-homo-

morphism, and TET, then the projection ofX onto X/S(ty) has connected fibers.

Proof.  Assume (Xx, T) = (X/S(ty), T) in the definition of/-homomor-

phism. Let 7be the first ordinal such that ty\: (Xy, T)—*(XX, T) does not

have connected fibers. Note that 7 cannot be a limit ordinal since the inverse

limit of homomorphisms with connected fibers has connected fibers. Consider

x->x    —* xx —+x^z

XylRc(ty\)-► Xy_xlRc(ty\-1 )

Then Xy_1/Rc(ty\-1) is isomorphic to Xx = X/S(ty) and Xy/Rc(tyT) is an in-

verse limit of finite extensions of Xx. By 3.1 and 3.2 and the maximality of

X/S(ty) every finite extension is one-to-one and so Xy/Rc(ty\) is isomorphic to

Xl and tyj has connected fibers.

(3.8) Theorem. Suppose ty is a homomorphism from the minimal set

(X, T) onto (Y, T) and T is the direct product of a group H with a compact

group K. Let (X*, T) be a minimal set in (X, H) and let 6 be the restriction of

ty on X*. IfSjity) = ßr(0), then QT(ty) n X* x X* = QH(6) (where the sub-

scripts T and H are reminders of what group is acting).

Proof. We first show that 5(0) = ß(0) implies that ß(0)(x) C X* for all

x in X*.

By 2.32 of [8], the class of all orbit-closures under H is a star-closed de-

composition of AT; hence the quotient space Z is a compact Hausdorff space.

Furthermore since H is normal in T, there is a natural action of T on Z and under

this action (Z, T) is an almost periodic minimal set. Let it be the natural map

from (X, T) onto (Z, 7) and consider the following diagram

(iî)\

(Y, T)x(Z,T)

(Y,T)^P

where a(x) = (0(x), 7r(x)) and piy, z)=y. Since (Z, T) is almost periodic, it is

clear that (a(X), T) is an almost periodic extension of (Y, T). The assumption

that 5(0) = ß(0) implies that there is no nontrivial almost periodic extension

through ty. Thus p|a(A.) must be trivial and ß(0)(x) C X* for all x in X*.

Since {X*k: k E K) is a decomposition of X and ß(0)(x) Ç X* for all x

in X*, we have that for (x1( x2) G ß(0) there exist k in K such that (xxk, x2k)
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G /?(0) D X* x X* = R{9). Now suppose (x, x') G ß(0) n X* x X*. Then by

the above there exist nets (x„, x'„) in F.(0), k* in K and t„ = hnkn in 7 = H x K,

such that (x„, x'„)k* —> (x, x') and (x„, x^)ft„/Vn —+ (x, x). We may assume

that the necessary limits exist in the following, otherwise take subnets. Let k* =

lim k* and k = Urn k„. Then x = lim x„k* = (lim x„)(lim k*) = tim{xnk*) and

x' = Urn xj,fc* = lim x'„k*. Also Um x„«„ = Um x„hnknk~l = Urn x'nhnknk~1 =

Um xj,«,,, so lim x„k*hn = Um x„h„k* = Um x'nhnk* = Urn x'„k*h„. We have

shown (x, x') G ßH(0) once we show that xnk* and xj,fc* are elements of X*.

Now x = Urn x„k* = (lim x„)fc* G X***. So X* = X*k* and x„fc*, x'„k* E X*.

(3.9) Remark.   The same technique could be used to show that if

5r(0) = RT{<¡>) and if the almost periodic points in {R{<¡>), 7) are dense in R{(¡>),

then the almost periodic points in {R{9), H) are dense in R{9).

(3.10) Corollary.   // 7 is the direct product of a separable group H

with a compact group K, then every distal homomorphism from a minimal

set (X, 7) onto a minimal set (Y, 7) is an I-homomorphism.

Proof.  See 4.25 of [5] and 3.3 of [14].

(3.11) Corollary. // 7 is the direct product of a compactly generated

separable group with a compact group and if (X, 7) is a distal minimal set with

totally disconnected phase space, then (X, 7) is equicontinuous.

Proof. Note 7 G T, so the result foUows from 3.7 and the above.

(3.12) Remark. As noted in 6.03 of [8] a generative topological group

is isomorphic to C x I" x Rm where C is a compact abeUan group, / is the group

of integers, R is the group of reals, and «, m are nonnegative integers. Thus the

above is a generaUzation of previous results [1].

§4
We first state some known results that are used in the proof of 4.1. The

first is a theorem of Veech, Theorem 3.1 of [12]. Let 7r: (X, 7) —*• (Y, 7) be

a homomorphism of minimal sets and X and Y be metric spaces. There exist

canonicaUy determined minimal sets (X*, 7) and (Y*, 7) and homomorphisms

p, q, and 7T* such that

(i) The diagram

X«-*-X*

Y*
Q

n*

Y*
is commutative.

(U) p and q are almost automorphic homomorphisms (i.e. p-1(x) is a

singleton for some x in X).

(iü) 7T* is an open map. <
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In a related result, Theorem 1.2 of [10], the metric assumption is dropped,

(if) is weakened to "p and q are proximal homomorphisms", (iii) is strengthened

to "ff* is open and the almost periodic points in R(n*) are dense in ß(7r*)".

It is clear from the proofs of the two theorems above that if ff_1(y) is finite

for some y in Y, then it*~1(y*) is finite for some y* in Y* and since n* is open,

ff* is a finite-to-one almost periodic homomorphism.

(4.1) Proposition. Suppose (X, T) is minimal and Q(x0) is finite for

some x0 in X.  Then S = Q and there exist minimal sets (X*, T) and (Y*, T)

and homomorphism a,ß,6* such that a and ß are proximal, 9* is a finite-to-one

almost periodic homomorphism and the following diagram commutes

a
X*- X*

9

X/Q^

9*

ß
where 9 is the canonical map.

Also ifX is metric, then we can take X* to be metric and a and ß to be

almost automorphic homomorphisms.

Proof. All we need to show is that S = Q; the rest follows from the

above. Q(x0) finite implies that x0J is finite where / is the set of idempotents

in some minimal right ideal of the enveloping semigroup of (X, T). Then Xu =

{xu: x EX} is dense in X for every uEJ since given any open set U there

exists tET such that XqJí G U and if v EJ with ut-1v = ut~%, then vtu = vt

and xQvtu E U. The fact that S = Q now follows immediately from 2.10 of

[10]. As an alternate approach, one could show that S = Q in this case by es-

sentially the same proof as that of 2.13 of [7].

(4.2) Example.   The following is an example in which X =£ X*, Y* ¥= X*,

and Y* ¥= X/Q(ty) in the above proposition.

Let (X, T) be a minimal set with Qx(x) finite for some x in X and with

an open-closed subset A such that there exist points x E A and x* Ö A with

(x', x*) GPx. For example, see 5.29 of [6]. Take two copies X_x, Xx of X

and let W = X_ t U Xl be their topological sum. Define o: W —*■ W by

ixi     if x¡éAi(=A EX),
c(x.) =

ix,     it x.

',) =

\x  ,   if X.._,   - -,€4.
Let T act on W by x¡t = (xt)¡ and let T* be the group of homeomorphisms of

W generated by o and T. Then (W, T*) is a minimal set. If Qx(x) is finite, then

Qw(xx) has at most twice as many points. Also, (x'_v x\) EPw, (x\, xj) G

Pw, but (xl, x[) é Pw. Now W/Qw # Y* since if Y* = W/Qw, then by the
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proof of 1.2 of [10] and of 3.1 of [12], W* would equal W which is not the

case since 0: W —■► W/S is not distal. Also W* + Y* since W* = Y* impUes

that 0 is proximal and by the above 0 is not proximal.

FinaUy W ï W*. For if W = W*, then ß proximal impUes 0*(xi) and

0*(*!_i) are proximal. So there exists some idempotent u in the enveloping

semigroup of {W*, 7) with 0*(x,ti) = <p*{x'x)u = 0*(x_j)« = 0*(x_,«) and so

0* must identify Xj with X_ x. Then 0 would have to identify Xx with X_ x

which it clearly does not.  So W ¥= W*.
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